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VALENTIN PURREY & HIS STEAM CARS
Part 2. The Narrow Gauge Steam Cars
Les Automtrices A Voie Metrique
By Dr. J. Brenot of Bordeaux
The first part of this article appeared in Trolley
Wire for August 1978. This section deals with
the narrow gauge Purrey steam tramcars while
the remaining part will present information on
the heavier steam railcars produced by the
Bordeaux firm.
This material appeared originally in the French
railway magazine "Ferrovia Midi" in February
1975.
Following the first application of the Purrey
system to a Barcelona (Spain) tramcar in 1887,
some concern existed as to whether or not the
layout could be utilised on narrow (metrique)
gauge vehicles. This query was soon to be
answered in the affirmative.

Reims Public Railway (France )-Le Chemin de
Fer de la Banlieue de Reims.
Two tramcars, resembling those of the Paris
tramways but without top decks, were constructed for the Reims Public Railway in 1903. These
were for the metre gauge lines and were carried
on a four wheel underframe with a 2 metre
wheel base. The saloon body carried six windows
on each side and accommodated 32 passengers,
18 seated on the two longitudinal benches and
14 standing.
The boiler-generator provided steam at 15 kg
(per squ.cm.) and the wheels were 80cm diameter. the cylinders of the steam motor were
situated above the forward wheels driving the

Purrey Is first attempt at steam tram construction. Horse car 21 of the Barcelona Tramway in Spain fitted with a
small steam generator (seen beyond the driver's left hand I and an underftoor steam unit. This tramcar underwent
trials in 1887. Valentin Purrey and his father J. Purrey are seen at the front of the tramcar.
Lucien Chanuc collection from John Knowles.

